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Theorem 1, which appeared in [1, Theorem 8], but without the restrictions on s
and t, enumerates permutations in Sn avoiding the set of m! permutations in Sm+2 in
which the positions occupied by m+ 1 and m+ 2 are 8xed. Tou8k Mansour (private
communication) provided a counterexample in the case |s − t|¿ 2 unless t = 1 or
t=m+2. Mansour independently proved an equivalent theorem for the sets of patterns
which are obtained from (s; t) by taking the inverse followed by the reversal of each
permutation in (s; t). His proof does not employ the technique of generating trees.
In [1], we showed that in the case m= 2, there are six pairs of length four patterns
such that |Sn((s; t))| is the nth Schr'oder number. This result holds, since in the case
m= 2, the conditions in Theorem 1 are vacuously met. That is, |s− t|6 2 or t = 1 or
t = 4.
Theorem 1. Let m be a positive integer. Let  = (s; t) = {	1; 	2; : : : ; 	m!} be the set
of m! permutations in Sm+2 such that for (xed s and t, 16 s; t6m+2, 	i(s)=m+1
and 	i(t) =m+2, for all 16 i6m!. If |s− t|6 2, or t =1, or t =m+2, then T ()
is isomorphic to the generating tree which has root (2) and recursive rule
(k) →
{
(k + 1)k if 26 k6m;
(m+ 1)(m+ 2) · · · (k)(k + 1)m if k¿m+ 1:
(1)
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The proof of [1, Theorem 8] is valid with the following corrections. In case (2),
j¿ (k+1)− [(m+2)− (s+1)]= s+(k−m) should read j¿ (k+1)− [(m+2)− (s+
1)]= s+(k −m). In case (3), the error is in enumerating the number of active middle
sites. The number of active middle sites to the right of j is 6 (t − s). The number of
active sites is equal to (t − s) minus the number of sites which are fewer than t − s
sites to the right of n and which were already inactive in .
Consider  = (1; 4) = {41253; 41352; 42153; 42351; 43152; 43251}. In S7(),  =↓
5↓1↓2346↓7↓ has 8ve active sites. If (T ) were isomorphic to the generating tree
(1), then the 8ve children of  would have 4; 5; 6; 6; and 6 active sites. In fact, 1 =↓
8↓5↓1×2346×7↓ has four active sites, 2=↓ 5↓8↓1↓2346×7↓ has 8ve active sites, 3=↓
5↓1↓8↓2346×7↓ has 8ve active sites, 4 =↓ 5↓1↓2346↓8↓7↓ has six active sites, and
5 =↓ 5↓1↓2346↓7↓8↓ has six active sites. The oversight here is in 3. In the proof of
[1, Theorem 8], this is case (3), with j= s+ (k −m). In 3, the site between 2 and 3
was inactive in , so the number of active sites to the right of j is 3− 1 = 2, one of
which is a middle site.
If t − s6 2, then the t − s − 1 sites to the right of n could not have been inactive
in , since they did not exist in . If t = m + 2, then the active sites in  are the
8rst k sites. There must be t − s active middles sites to the right of j in order for
the insertion of n + 1 into a potentially active site to create a new forbidden pattern.
The case where s¿ t requires a symmetric but essentially equivalent proof.
Remark 2. While we have not enumerated |Sn((s; t))| for all 1¡s¡t¡m+ 2, the
proof of Theorem 1 gives an upper bound on these numbers, and suggests a method
for obtaining generating rules.
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